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It was everywhere on the news and social media. In September 2023, 
10,000 migrants arrived on the island of Lampedusa, more than doubling
the island's population of 6,000 and overwhelming its resources. The
migrants—mostly men from sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle
East—had to sleep outside, with the island's reception center only
designed for 400 people.

Days after, Italy's Prime Minister, Georgia Meloni, visited the island
with European Commission chief Ursula von der Leyen, who presented
a 10-point plan to stem the migrant flow. These included calls to
"increase awareness and communication campaigns to disincentivise the
Mediterranean crossings" and to "step up cooperation with the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Refugees (UNHCR) and the
International Organization for Migration (IOM)".

Notwithstanding the fanfare with which these announcements were
made, their methods were hardly new.

A leading actor in the field, the IOM has been organizing such
campaigns for decades. One of the most notable ones was "Migrants as
Messengers", which took place across Senegal, Guinea and Nigeria from
December 2017 to March 2019. Throughout the campaign, town halls
screened video testimonies of migrant returnees, followed by Q&As
with migrants who would act as "messengers" to deter them from
embarking onto the perilous journey.

In 2022, the UNHCR also launched the "Telling the Real Story"
campaign across a number of African countries. Drawing mainly on a
website and a Facebook page, the campaign aims at "telling the real
story" by emphasizing the terrible ordeals that await would-be irregular
immigrants, such as human smuggling and trafficking.
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https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20230918-italy-extends-detention-period-to-deter-migrant-crossings-after-lampedusa-surge
https://cyprus.representation.ec.europa.eu/news/10-point-plan-lampedusa-2023-09-18_en
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1057/9780230294882_9
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1057/9780230294882_9
https://www.migrantsasmessengers.org/
https://www.migrantsasmessengers.org/
https://phys.org/tags/campaign/
https://www.tellingtherealstory.org/en/
https://www.tellingtherealstory.org/en/
https://www.facebook.com/tellingtherealstory/


 

The argument is always the same: would-be emigrants in Africa are
unaware of the risks and must be informed so that they make the right
decision—which is to stay at home or migrate only if they have the right
to do so. This message is complemented by information on the
opportunities in the country of origin and on Africans' duty to contribute
to the development of their country.

Hundreds of campaigns

According to a report from the European research program "Bridges",
the EU has spent more than €23 million since 2015 to organize nearly
130 information campaigns.

While Europe is at the forefront of such initiatives, it is not alone.
Australia has distinguished itself with particularly biting messages, with
a 2014 campaign directly addressing people tempted by irregular
immigration in stark terms: "NO WAY. You will not make Australia
home". Years later, in 2019, the strategy was enthusiastically touted by
the then US president, Donald Trump.

Campaigns can also be organized by private companies or NGOs. For
example, the social enterprise Seefar carried out an extensive
information campaign on the risks of migration in Senegal in 2021,
reaching 1,987 young people across the country, according to the
organization. In addition to its rescue missions in the Mediterranean, the
Spanish association Proactiva Open Arms also ran an awareness
campaign in the same country, the "Origin" project.

However, all these initiatives and players are faced with a major
problem: no one is able to demonstrate the effectiveness of these
campaigns.
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https://www.bridges-migration.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/EU-funded-information-campaigns-targeting-potential-migrants.pdf
https://www.bridges-migration.eu/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/feb/11/government-launches-new-graphic-campaign-to-deter-asylum-seekers
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/foi/files/2019/fa-190801764-document-released-p4.PDF
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7186189/Trump-praises-Aust-asylum-seeker-policy.html
https://seefar.org/
https://phys.org/tags/young+people/
https://blogs.law.ox.ac.uk/research-subject-groups/centre-criminology/centreborder-criminologies/blog/2020/04/ngos-dilemma


 

Difficult to assess effectiveness

As the budgets devoted to them increase, however, some studies have
begun to take a serious look at the impact of campaigns.

In 2018, an IOM study pointed out that campaigns are difficult to
evaluate because they have a dual objective: to slash irregular
immigration, but also to provide information.

Sometimes only one of the two objectives is achieved: in 2023, a study
devoted to the IOM's "Migrants as Messengers" showed that this
campaign did increase the level of information, while failing to reduce
departures.

Overall, although it has been organizing such campaigns for 30 years, the
IOM has carried out only a few, belated impact studies. This is because
seriously gauging campaigns' effectiveness is expensive—but it also
appears that European states prefer to multiply campaigns rather than
fund evaluations.

The situation is even more confusing with other actors. Seefar, for
example, claims that, in follow-up interviews, 58% of its campaign
viewers reported having given up their migration project. But in the
absence of basic information regarding this finding, like the number of
interviews or the timeline over which interviewees were followed, it is
difficult to know whether this is more than a wet-finger approach to
justify the funds received by this private company.

In terms of independent research, a study by the Institute for Social
Research in Oslo in 2019 looked at migrants from Eritrea, Somalia and
Ethiopia in transit through Sudan with the intention of continuing on to
Europe.
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https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/evaluating_the_impact.pdf
https://publications.iom.int/books/irregular-migration-west-africa-robust-evaluation-peer-peer-awareness-raising-activities-four
https://seefar.org/the-migrant-project/#salamat-article
https://www.udi.no/globalassets/global/forskning-fou_i/rapport_11_19_web.pdf
https://www.udi.no/globalassets/global/forskning-fou_i/rapport_11_19_web.pdf


 

The aim was to evaluate a campaign launched in 2015 by Norway,
entitled "Stricter asylum regulations in Norway", which used Facebook
to inform potential migrants of the slim chances of obtaining asylum in
that country. As with any advertisement, Facebook's algorithm was
designed to identify Internet users searching for information on
immigration, Europe or visas, and to offer them targeted deterrent
messages.

The study confirmed that migrants are connected and use social
networks to obtain information and organize their migration. But while
they have sometimes heard of European campaigns, most have not seen
them. They know about the terrible living conditions of migrants in
Libya, for example, but this does not dissuade them from leaving to
escape the impasse of their situation.

Migrants deported from Europe called to testify

In 2023, a team of political scientists from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel
analyzed the information available to young people tempted to emigrate
from the Gambia to Europe, and how the campaigns affected their
decision to leave. As in Sudan, the information on the risks of irregular
immigration happened to correspond to what these young people already
know. But in the absence of prospects at home, they will leave anyway,
fully aware of the facts.

Another study carried out with Afghans in transit through Turkey came
to similar conclusions.

However, this work also revealed another problem: the recipients of
these campaigns do not take them seriously because they believe them to
be biased by Europe's political objectives—and so they prefer to get
their information from relatives, or even smugglers.
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https://www.sciencenorway.no/forskningno-immigration-policy-norway/social-media-campaign-for-asylum-seekers-draws-angry-trolls/1448896
https://www.bridges-migration.eu/publications/why-information-campaigns-struggle-to-dissuade-migrants-from-coming-to-europe/
https://www.bridges-migration.eu/publications/a-comparative-study-on-the-role-of-narratives-in-migratory-decision-making/


 

This result has prompted new strategies. Following the example of
"Migrants as Messengers", campaigns known as "peer to peer" ("de pair-
à-pair") ask migrants expelled from Europe to talk about their
experience to those who might be tempted to imitate them. This is part
of a technique known as "unbranding", a marketing concept that refers
to the omission of the brand name on a product in order to sell it better.
In the case of the campaigns, this amounts to concealing the European
and international institutions that fund them.

Another strategy is not to target potential migrants, but the local actors
who influence perceptions of migration, starting with the media and
artists. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) works with
musicians popular with young Africans, as well as with journalists.

Similarly, Unesco trains Senegalese journalists to talk about migration.

Trade-offs with freedom of expression

Against a backdrop of precariousness for media and cultural
professionals, the support of international organizations is welcome, but
raises the question of freedom of expression and freedom of the press on
this politically sensitive subject.

In Morocco, the Network of Moroccan Journalists on Migration has
been set up to deal with migration issues independently, although this
does not prevent these journalists from taking part in training activities
organized by international organizations and supported by European
funding.

In Gambia, a recent study highlighted the dilemmas faced by local
journalists who are asked to spread messages about the dangers of
immigration while trying to maintain their independence.
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08865655.2022.2108111
https://jaspertjaden.com/policy/2019_migrants-as-messengers_the-impact-of-peer-to-peer-communication-on-potential-migrants-in-senegal/
https://repository.law.umich.edu/articles/2611/
https://migrantprotection.iom.int/en/spotlight/articles/initiative/constantly-evolving-awareness-raising-campaign-aware-migrants
https://www.unesco.org/fr/articles/un-forum-dechanges-avec-des-journalistes-et-managers-de-medias-pour-une-narrative-diversifiee-et-de
https://www.facebook.com/RMJMigrations/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/08865655.2022.2156375


 

In the eyes of their advocates, these campaigns are justified on the
grounds that the migrants who die in the Mediterranean are the victims
of misleading information from smugglers. Providing information would
therefore save lives. But there are no studies to support this hypothesis:
on the contrary, it appears that migrants leave in the full knowledge of
the risks they are exposing themselves to.

Faced with this uncomfortable reality, it is possible that information
campaigns only serve to give European leaders the feeling that they are
acting to prevent the tragedies that result from their own policies. After
all, it is partly due to a lack of opportunities to migrate legally that many 
migrants try their luck irregularly, with all the risks that this entails.

The scarcity of available evaluations shows that the effectiveness of the
campaigns is not a priority for European states. This migration policy
tool would therefore have primarily symbolic value—as proof that
Europe is concerned about the fate of the many people it does not want
on its soil.

But this political strategy nonetheless has very real effects on local
players, and on the ability of societies in the South to debate
independently the major political issues raised by international
migration.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://phys.org/tags/information/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1465116516633299
https://phys.org/tags/migrants/
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/why-eu-information-campaigns-are-failing-to-deter-migrants-from-leaving-226530
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